
April-16-17 – We Just Survived World War III

Description

Here we have it. First, The Donald’s tough talk – “I’m crazy. I can start WW 3. I fear nothing!”

The tough talk is immediately followed by weak facts as we have a fake gas attack, all staged, like on a
movie set.

Then we have a fake Tomahawk attack where 60% of the missiles disappeared and “nobody knows
where.” The Russians are saying that they were not within their reach; the Syrians are mum; and the
US declares it was a complete success, a wipe-out strike, without accounting for anything on their side.
No signs of damage on the Syrian side, either, although the US claims to have inflicted a devastating
blow to “the Syrian regime” (20% of Assad’s air force, which would be something like 100 planes, and
the air base “disabled forever,” and so on).

Now comes the second act in this Kabuki theater: the Tough Donald takes on North Korea.

First we have 600,000 people evacuated from Pyongyang and preparations for a “major event,” then all
the foreign journalists are summoned, just to announce a street opening.

Then we have the gathering of the entire military leadership and dozens and dozens of Korean
submarine-launched missiles, ICBM missiles, medium-range missiles, all within a one-mile radius
brought together in the center of Pyongyang creating an open invitation for an all-out American bulls-
eye strike. One would expect a Mother Of All Bombs to wipe out the entire military leadership and at
least 20% of their toys, as in Syria.

But the devastating blow came later, not with a Boom but the Hiss of a deflating balloon — in this case,
a failed launch of a Korean missile. Was it the launch of a state-of-the-art ICBM? No, just a routine
medium range, maybe even short-range missile. Maybe no range at all.

So now McMaster, and all the other masters of the US full-spectrum dominance, supposedly took out a
toy missile. The mountain gave birth to a mouse.

Maybe it was the overwhelming concentration of forces by the “full spectrum dominant” force, their
satellites, aircraft carriers, submarines, THAAD, cyber/electronic warfare, all brought together to stop
this missile in its flight. But maybe, also, the Korean Boy who runs the fearless Korean war machine
set up a prank, maybe together with the Chinese (maybe agreed at the famous chocolate-cake war
room conference at Mar-a-Lago), so that they had a launch and self-destroyed it instantly.

Now everybody can go home and have their Easter eggs. Oof, we avoided World War III! Or, maybe
we that was it, we just had it. Who knows?
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But we all survived, and now the Donald has had himself awarded the title of a war president, and he
can now negotiate with the Chinese and the Russians – from a position of strength . . . the demise of
the United States.

Happy Spring to a new world.
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